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My son Graham has been a most verbal proponent for increasing the size of our family.  

He states that he wants at least 6 brothers or sisters living in the house with us.  About a 

year ago, Darrah and I set out to make that family expansion happen.  Last summer, the 

good news came.  We told Graham that he could expect a brother or sister, and we began 

praying for the baby at night. 

 

Darrah and I assumed that all would be well.  Darrah’s pregnancy with Graham had been 

unremarkable and had resulted in an energetic baby boy.  We thought, “We’re just good 

at doing babies.”  Then, last August, Darrah miscarried.  In addition to dealing with the 

sudden dose of reality ourselves, we had to inform Graham.  His 3-year-old mind had to 

deal with the how’s and why’s of what had happened to his unborn sibling.  As a family, 

we talked, prayed, grieved, and strained to assimilate the loss.  To us, this pregnancy was 

a baby.  He or she was our baby. And he or she was now with God. 

 

Not long afterwards, Graham made up imaginary brothers and sisters.  Depending on 

when you talk to Graham, he has two or more brothers, living in Mexico, Oregon, 

Birmingham or “North Caroline”.  These siblings have different occupations, including 

“Indian policeman”, “worker-man”, and “war-man”.  Graham – whose friends all seem to 

have at least one brother or sister – speaks freely about his siblings.  Once, at an older 

friend’s house, he was challenged about an imaginary brother.  After hearing about the 

many escapades of one of Graham’s brothers, the older child said, “You don’t have a 

brother!  Where does he live?”  Graham, exasperated, replied, “I do, too!  He lives in 

Heaven!”  And Graham ran crying into his mother’s arms. 

 

We chose not to tell Graham when Darrah became pregnant again in the winter.  The 

pregnancy was going well, when all of a sudden, Darrah miscarried again.  Thank God I 

had returned home from a trip to Chicago just before this happened.  This time, Darrah 

and I bore our sorrow mostly in silence, because we had not shared the news of the 

pregnancy with a number of people. 

 

As Darrah and I reeled from the loss of another baby, we wondered if our 40-year-old 

bodies would be able to bring another life into the world.  We asked a lot of questions, 

mostly silently, to God.  One night shortly after the second miscarriage, Darrah asked 

Graham, “What will we do if God doesn’t give our family another baby?”  Graham 

snuggled up with Darrah and replied, “We’ll love God anyway.” 

 

Once again, I had received a lesson in faith from my son.  He continues to be one of my 

greatest teachers in learning more about God, love, joy, grace, genuineness, and being 

available to live life fully everyday. 

 

 
This is the fourth in a series of reflections upon fatherhood since my son Graham was born on April 14, 1992.  On 

each of his birthdays I have paused to reflect upon something that has touched me.  This April, Graham is 4 years 

old. 

 


